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Tools
Solder Setup
Flush cutter
Bench block
Chasing 

Steps
Prepare your tile&solder
1.FIG.01 - Remember the surface of the tile needs to be 
free of dirt, grease and fingerprints.  Use soap to clean all 
components to be soldered.  When it is dry, paint flux on the 
surface of the tile in a thin, even layer.  
2.Attain 3-4 pieces of cut solder from the metal tin found in 
the “Solder” drawer.  Because the wire solder is cylindrical, 
it tends to roll around during the torching process.  It helps 
to gently tap the wire solder with a chasing hammer against 
a bench block to flatten the sides.  
apply the solder
3.Dip the tip of a soldering pick into the flux and then use it 
to pick up a piece of hard solder and lay it on the tile.  This 
is a technique that takes a little bit of practice but is very 
efficient for transferring those small bits of solder.  Place 
this solder in one corner of your tile so that you have room 
to play with the other grades later on.  
begin heating
4.The main goal for this sampler is to work gradually in 
steps from the hardest grade of solder to the easiest grade.  
First heat the flux, then if the solder starts to jump around, 
just nudge it back in place using the soldering stick or 
tweezers.  
complete the flow
5.FIG.02 - Once your piece begins to glow, bring your torch 
closer and focus on the solder itself.  You will see it melt.  
The flux should allow the solder to flow easily.  
Quench, clean&repeat
6.Just as before, cool and quench your work and remove 
any fire scale and remaining flux before you try to solder 
again.  Repeat the steps from medium then easy solder.  

Materials
One sampler tile
Hard, Medium, and 
Easy wire solder
Flux & Brush
Liquid Dish Soap
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Tools
Solder Setup
French Shears or Small Scissors

Materials
One sampler tile
Hard, Medium, and Easy sheet solder
Flux & Brush
Liquid Dish Soap

Steps
Prepare your tile&solder
1.FIG.01 - Attain sheet solder from the metal tins.  If 
the metal tins are empty, ask Manders for more sheet 
solder.  You also may use the French Shears or small 
scissors and make a series of cuts about 1-2mm apart 
and 1-2mm deep along the edge of your solder sheet.  
Store the sheet solder in the correctly labeled metal 
tins. 
apply the solder
2.FIG.02 - Apply a few squares of solder to your tile as 
before using the solder pick dipped in flux.  
complete the sampler as before
3.Begin heating, complete the flow, quench, and clean 
as in the last sample.  You should be an old hand at 
this by now, so relax and have fun with it.  You may find 
sheet solder is easier to use because it is flat and tends 
to stay in place.  
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Sampler 
Square 8:

Tools
Solder Setup
Permanent Marker
Flush Cutter
Bench Block
Chasing Hammer

Materials
One sampler tile
One 1/2” diameter circle of 24 
gauge copper or sterling silver
About six small pieces of easy-
grade wire solder
Flux and brush
Liquid dish soap. 

Steps
Prepare your tile&solder
1.FIG.01 - Clean both the tile and the circle.  Place 
the circle on the tile and trace around it with your 
permanent marker.  Set the circle aside.  Paint flux 
onto the tile and place the six solder pieces in the 
center area where the circle will go.  They should be 
placed about 1/8” apart and roughly in a small ring 
within the circle you just traced.  This means they 
should not be too close to the center or the edge.  
Place the circle on top of the solder chips.  (FIG.02)
Begin heating
2.FIG.02 - Apply a few squares of solder to your tile 
as before using the solder pick dipped in flux.  In a 
circular motion, start the flame high above the metal 
heating it slowly.  When you see a “flash” in the color 
of the metal, centralize the flame over the soldered 
area.  
complete the join
3.FIG.03 - You should see the top metal piece 
“slump” onto the bottom piece just after the piece 
turns red hot.  The solder will have melted by then.  
test the join 
4.Using a tweezers, gently try to nudge the soldered 
metal.  If there is a good connection, quench the 
piece.  Finally place your work in pickle to remove 
fire scale.
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Sampler Square 9:
Tools
Permanent Marker
Painterʼs tape
Jewelerʼs saw - blades, cut 
lubricant
Bench pin
Jewelerʼs ruler or divider
French Shears
Bench block
Chasing hammer
Riveting hammer, stamps, 
other texturing tools
Brass-head mallet
Liver of sulfur
A plastic spoon, disposable 
container, and rubber gloves
Solder set up
Pro Polish Pad

Materials
Two sample tiles
Easy solder of your choice

liver of sulfer
! Liver of sulfur 
oxidizes metal to give it a 
darkened antiqued look.  It 
comes in rock, gel or liquid 
form.  It is pretty easy to use 
and I prefer the liquid form 
because it has a longer shelf 
life.  
! You need to mix the 
liver of sulfur with hot water 
for use.  We keep it in a 
glass jar so we can use it 
again by warming it up in a 
crock pot or coffee maker.
! Liver of sulfur smells 
like rotten eggs so work in a 
well ventilated area.  Wear 
safety glasses and rubber 
gloves.

Steps
Prepare your first tile
1.FIG.01 - Put a piece of painterʼs (or masking) tape across one 
of your tiles and draw a line of your own design with a 
permanent marker.  This line should go all the way across but 
should not be in the middle of the tile.  use your saw to cut 
along the line.  
2. Remove the tape.  You should not have two pieces with a 
sawed edge on each one.  Trim down the larger of the two 
pieces by cutting 1/4” or so off the straight edge, which is 
opposite the sawed edge.  use the ruler and marker and your 
shears for this cut.  File both pieces to finish the edges.   
texture your second tile
3.FIG.02 - Set your cut tile aside and pick up the other 
one.  Texture a section down the center using a texturing 
method of your choice.    
solder the cut pieces to the textured tile
4.  Place the tow cut pieces on the textured tile.  if you line 
up the square edges with the tile underneath, there should 
be a gap where the texture shows through your whimsical 
saw cut.
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Sampler Square 9: cont.
Stepscont.
5.FIG.03 - Apply easy solder of your choice and flux under both top pieces and solder both 
pieces in place at the same time.  Note that you are soldering almost two whole tiles together.  
This amount of metal will take a significant amount of time to come to temperature, so be patient 
and use a larger torch if you have one.  
6.  Quench and clean the fire scale off, as always.  
oxidize your sample
7.  Take your finished sample to a well ventilated area, put on your rubber gloves and 

prepare a solution of about a cup of hot tap water (not boiling) and about a teaspoon of 
liquid liver of sulfur.  The solution should be a bright yellow color.  You can use the 
solution multiple times but when the solution becomes clear it needs to be replaced.  

8. Place your piece in the solution until it darkens.  If your water is quite hot, this should 
take about 30 seconds to a minute.  The cooler the water is, the longer it will take, and 
liver of sulfur will work more quickly on copper than on silver.  

9. Use the plastic spoon to remove your piece.  Rinse in a bowl of clear water first, then 
under the tap.  Dry thoroughly and polish the surface with a Pro Polish pad.  You will 
notice that the oxidation will be removed  from the highest points first, but will remain in 
the cracks.  You can polish it hard for a high contrast, or just go over it lightly to keep a 
muted tone.  
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One sampler tile
One 3/4” diameter circle in 
24 gauge silver nickle.
One 1/2” diameter circle in 
24 gauge copper
Medium solder of your 
choice

Tools
Solder Setup
Permanent marker

Steps
Prepare&solderthe firstcircle
1.Start by soldering the 3/4” circle to the tile.  This is done 
exactly as in sampler square 9, except that you will be 
using medium solder. 
Prepare&solderthe secondcircle
2.FIG.01  - Place the 1/2” circle on top of the 3/4” one 
in the center and trace around it.   
3.FIG.02 & FIG.03 - Apply flux and place the solder 
as before but this time use easy solder.  Place the 
1/2” circle on top of the 3/4” one in the center.
4.  Begin heating and complete the join as before.  Be 
careful not to overheat the metal when you solder the 
second circle.  You want to heat it to the flow point of 
the easy solder without reaching the flow point of the 
medium solder and loosening your original circle.  As 
soon as you see the solder flow, remove the torch 
immediately.  Quench, clean, and polish as always.  


